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In this paper, a L&y-Khintchine type representation of the characteristic 
function of a K-regular stable probability measure on real locally convex 
topological vector spaces, satisfying certain conditions, is presented. 
1. INTRODUCI~N 
Fernique has recently obtained in [4] a Levy-Khintchine (L-K) type represen- 
tation of the characteristic (ch) function of the infinitely divisible probability 
(prob) measure on the real Schwartz space of distributions. Boulicaut [l], more 
recently, generalized this result for infinitely divisible prob measures defined 
on a real locally convex topological vector space (TVS) E satisfying the following 
two conditions : 
(C-l) The class Sp of Hilbertian [I, p. 251 compact subsets of E is a 
fundamental system for compact subsets of E. 
(C-2) Every Hilbertian compact subset of E is a(& E’)-separcble (u(E, E’), 
as usual, denotes the weak topology on E generated by the natural duality ( > 
between E and E’, the topological dual of E). 
Using this representation of Boulicaut, we obtain in this paper a L-K type 
representation of the ch function of K-regular [I, p. 381 stable prob. measure on 
real locally convex TVS E satisfying conditions (C-l) and (C-2). 
Crucial to the proof of our Theorem 1 are Lemmas 1 and 2 and the represen- 
tation of the ch function of infinitely divisible prob measure on E obtained by 
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Boulicaut [l]. Our result is partly motivated by the works of Jajte [5] and Kumar 
and Mandrekar [7J, where L-K type representations of the ch functions of 
stable prob measures defined, respectively, on separable Hilbert space and 
certain Orlic spaces are obtained. We may point out, however, that both the 
proofs of these representations given in [5, 71 have a gap due to the use of [5, 
Lemma 3.61, whose proofs given in [5,7] h ave oversights. The methods presented 
in this paper can be used to fix the proofs of both of these representation theorems 
(see Remark 1). Finally, we mention the work of Kuelbs [6], where an improve- 
ment of the main result of [5] is obtained. 
2. ,STATBMENT AND THE PROOF OF THE RESULT 
Since the result represented here heavily depends on [l], we assume that the 
reader is familiar with [l]. Further, for the sake of brevity, we do not repeat the 
notation, definitions, and results that are drawn from [l]. There are, however, 
a few exceptions to this rule. 
Throughout E will denote a infinite-dimensional real Hausdorff locally convex 
TVS satisfying the conditions (C-l) and (C-2), given in Section 1; and F will 
denote E’, the topological dual of E. If A C E, then A” denotes the polar of A 
relative to ( , ). Set Y = {A”: A E a} (see (C-2), for the definition of &); then 
{U E Y: U is Hilbert-Schmidt type [l, p. 331) is a fundamental system of 
neighborhoods (nbds) of 0 for a locally convex topology on F. This topology is 
called the S-topology and the class of nbds of 0 for this topology will be denoted 
by Y$ (see [l, Proposition 1.3.4 and Definition 1.3.11). If AE CQI, then PA 
denotes the guage of A; i.e., P,(x) = inf{t > 0 x E tA}, note that PA(x) may 
assume + co. (By definition inf{+} = co.) F or a a(F, E)-closed, Hilbert-Schmidt 
type set Win Ys , P, is defined similarly. 
All measures on a TVS G are defined on the class of its Bore1 sets (smallest 
a-algebra generated by the class of open subset of G). Let p and v be two 
K-regular prob measures on G; then t.~,*~ and p * v denote, respectively, p 
convoluted with itself n times, and the convolution of p with v (see [2, 31, for 
various properties of the convolution operation of K-regular and r-regular 
prob measures). If p is a measure on G and a # 0, a E R, the set of reals, then 
Ta denotes the measure defined by T&l) = ~(a-~@, for every Bore1 subset B 
of G; and if p is a prob measure, then 12. denotes the ch function of I*. 
A K-regular prob measure TV on G is called stable if for every a > 0 and b > 0 
there exist c > 0 and x E G such that 
Tap * T~,cL = Tcp * 6, , (1) 
and p + 8, , where 8, is the degenerate prob measure at x. This definition can be 
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stated for T-regular prob measures; however, since in this note we will be dealing 
only with K-regular prob measures, the above definition will serve our purpose. 
(For various characterizations of K-regular and T-regular stable prob measures 
on TVspaces see [8]). The purpose of this note is to prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let u be a K-regular prob measure on E. Then t.~ is stable if and 
only ;f either 
P(y) = exp{i < x0 7 Y> - W(Yh (2) 
where x0 E E and W is a a(F, E)-closed Hilbert-Schmidt type set in +$ , or 
i;(r) = exp [i<xo, Y> + jE K(x, y, A) A(dx)I, 
where x0 E E, A E B’, K(x, y, A) = e”Z*” - 1 - i(x, y)I,., (I, is the indicator of 
A), X is a K-regular measure on E such that 
h(0) = 0, (4) 
s min(1, PA2(x)) h(dx) < co, (5) E 
and there exists an 01 E (0,2) with 
Tt& = th, for all t > 0. (6) 
First we prove two lemmas, that are crucial to the proof of the theorem. 
LEMMA 1. Let p be a K-regular prob measure on a real TVS G and let G’, the 
topological dual of G, separate points of G (thme are no other conditioks on G); then 
for every positive integer n there exist a, > 0 and x, E G such that 
P*” = T,,P * 6, ; (7) 
further, the only possible constant a,, in (7) is nlfu, where 0 < a < 2, is uniquely 
determined by ,LL (thus, it is natural to call 01 the type of the prob measure p). 
A proof of this Lemma in more general context is contained in [8], where other 
related results are also proved. Since this lemma is crucial for the proof of our 
theorem and since its proof in the LCS setting is rather simple, we include this 
proof here. 
Proof of the lemma. As in the proof of [7, Lemma 2.31, the proof of the first 
part is by induction on n. If n = 1, take a, = 1 and xi = 0. Having chosen a,-, 
and x,,-i such that p*+-l = Ta,-,~ * 6, n-1 ;choosefrom(l),c >Oandx~Gthat 
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correspond to a = 1 and b = a,-, such that T,p * T,,-,p = T,p * 6, . Then, 
it is easy to verify that a,, = c and x,, = x,-~ + x satisfy (7). 
Now we prove the last part of the lemma. If p is degenerate, then clearly the 
result is true. Thus, we assume that TV is nondegenerate. First we assert that there 
exists an ar E (0,2], depending only on II, such that c in (1) is given by (am + ba)llo. 
We note that if p is stable, then so is p x Telp; and, moreover, the constant c in (1) 
for TV * T-+L is the same as for p. Thus, since p * T-,p is symmetric, it suffices to 
prove the above assertion for symmetric EL. By symmetry of p, x in (1) is 
necessarily 0; further, by nondegeneracy of TV we can choose easily a y  E G’ 
such that (., y) is nondegenerate. (That G’ separates points of G is used 
here.) Clearly, (., y) is a symmetric stable real random variable. Hence, if r&, 
denotes the characteristic function of (a, y), then&(t) = $(ty) = e-dyltlOLv, t E R, 
where d, > 0 and 0 < 01~ < 2. Taking a = b = 1 in (l), we have TV * p = 
T,(,,,)p; consequently, p2(ty) = fl(tcy), t E R. Thus, e-sdvltlmy = e-d*c(lJ)arltlav, 
t~R.Thusar,=ln2/c(l,1)(notethatc(l,1)dependsonlyon~anda=b=1). 
Let 01 = In 2/c(l, 1). Now, if ~(a, b) corresponds to a > 0 and b > 0 in (l), 
then. since 
we have c(a, 6) = (U~ + bm)lla. 
Now we show that a, in (7) is +. The proof is by induction on n. If  n = 1, 
then, as shown in the first paragraph of the proof, a, = 1, thus the result holds 
for 71 = 1. If  a,-, = (n - l)lln, then, since a, satisfies T,p * T,,-,p = T,,p * 6, 
(see again the first paragraph of the proof), it follows from the previous paragraph 
that Q, = ((rz - l)a/~ + l”)l/a = nlla. 
LEMMA 2. Let X be u K-regular measure on E and let A E ~4 (see (C-l)). I f  
s 
min( 1, PAS(x) X(dx) < 00, (8) 
E 
h(O) = 0, T,,,/J = nh, for every 1z = 1, 2,..., (9) 
and there exists measures Xl and X, on E such that X,{P, = +a> = 0 (note that 
(PA = co} is a Borel set [l, p. Sl]), A,$ ni e t and X = X, + X2, then X = 0. 
Proof. First we note that (8) implies A{P, > l} < 00 (see [l, Remark 2, 
p. 811). Thus, since 
min{l, PAa( X(dx) < 00, 
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and 
s (PA@0 
PAZ(X) h(dx) = 1 
(PAa m 
,pa2w Wx), 
we have ~~p,<m~ PA2(x) h(dx) < CO. Thus, by (9) and the change of variable 
formula, we have 
for every positive integer 71. Therefore, 
PA2(X) h(dx= s (PA(mn-l,e) pA2(x) h(dx)p
for all n = 1, 2,... . Since the left side of (10) is finite, we can use Lebesgue’s 




~ PAZ(X) h(dx) = X(0) = 0. 
Since m was arbitrary, it follows that JtPA<ml PA2(x) X(&X) = 0; consequently, 
since ur>r {l/K < PA < co} u (0) = {PA < CO}, it follows that h z 0 on 
{PA < co}. Thus, since Al{PA = m} = 0, h = A2 . We now show A, = 0. Let V 
be an open circled nbd of 0 in E; then, by (9), h,(2-1/2V) = U,(V). Conse- 
quently, since 2-l/sVC V, we have X,(V) = 2;\,(P). Thus, since A2 is finite, 
h,(V) = 0. Now if K is a compact subset of E, then we can choose an open nbd 
of 0 like V such that KC cV, for some c > 0; therefore, X,(K) = 0. Conse- 
quently, since A2 = X is K-regular, A2 = 0. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 1. First we prove the only if part of the theorem. Thus, 
we assume that p is stable and nondegenerate (for if ~1 is degenerate then $ clearly 
satisfies (3) with h z 0) and let the type of p be o1,O < 01 < 2. Then, by Lemma 2, 
for every 71 = 1, 2,..., there exists x, E E such that 
p(y)" = @,(&l"ly)ei'rn*Y', (11) 
for every y E F. Consequently, @ is infinitely divisible [ 1, p. 421; and hence, by 
[l, Theorem 4.2.1, P(y) = eh@), y EF, with 
h(y) = Go t Y> - h"(y) + j- K(x, Y, A) +x), W) 
where x0 , W, A, and K are as in the theorem and A is a K-regular measure 
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satisfying (5); further, since J’s K(x, y, A) A(&) = SE-(a) K(x, y, A) A(&), we 
can also assume that h(0) = 0. 
Now we assert that if t > 0, then there exists xt E E such that 
th(y) = Way) + i<% , r>, (13) 
for ally EF. That (13) holds for t = n, n = 1,2,..., follows from (11) and (12). 
Now let t > 0 be rational, say, = k/n, (k, 12 positive integers), then, for any z E F, 
we have, from (1 l), 
nk((k/n)‘/“z) = k(d/“(k/n)‘/“z) + i(x, , (k/n)lh) 
= h(k%) + i((k/n)llax,, z) 
= kk(z) - i(x, , z) + i((k/n)+x, , z), 
which implies 
k/n 44 = h((&)lW + i(+,, , z>, (14) 
where xkln = xk - (k/n)‘i”x, . The assertion thus holds for rational t > 0. 
For an arbitrary t > 0, choose a sequence {r,} of positive rationals such that 
r, -+ t, as 12 ---f co. Then, since r&z) + t/z(x) and h(ri’“z) -+ h(t%z), for all 
x EF, as n -+ 00, and since, from (14), mh(z) - h(r~~“z) = i(x, , z), it follows 
that lim, (x, , z) exists, for all z EF. Now #(a) = lim, (x, , z> is clearly 
linear, and, be”ing the difference of two S-continuous functions, i: continuous on 
Fin the S-topology. But S-topology is consistent with the natural duality between 
E and F (see [l, p. 361) it follows that there exists an xt E E with $(z) = (xt , z), 
for all z E F. This completes the proof of the assertion. 
Now let a > 0; then noting that 
and that or = JAea-la xh(dx) and ~a = Ja-lA-,., xh(dx) are elements of E [I, p. 891 
such that 
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and 
we have 
Consequently, from (12), we have 
for all y EF, where 3 = a(~, - %i + x,). It follows, now, from (12), (13), and 
(16), that if t > 0, then 
;(a + xt I y> - t2’*Pw2(y) + s, qx, y, ~)T,d(~~) 
= i<tx, , y> - mv”(Y) + / qx, y, A)t qw, 
E 
for all y EF. Thus, since T,~~,h{O} = 0 and th{O} = 0, it follows from [I. 
Propositions 4.3.2 and 4.3.31 that 
t21aPpg = tPw2 and T,,,,h = th. (17) 
Now, if 01 = 2, then, since A E JX’, TV satisfies (8) and (9) of Lemma 2, and, 
further h is the sum of two measures (see [I, p. SO]), one of which is finite and 
the other assigns zero mass to {PA = co}, it follows, from Lemma 2, that h 3 0. 
Thus $ satisfies (2). If a E (0,2), then, from (17), Pw = 0 and $ satisfies (3) and h 
satisfies (6). This completes the proof of the only if part of the theorem. 
To prove the if part, let a > 0 and b > 0. Now if @ satisfies (2), then clearly, 
jqy)jqby) = 42(@2 + b2)1/2y)ei(a"o+be,,'), WI 
for every y E F; and if @ satisfies (3) and h satisfies (5) and (6), then, using (15), it 
is a simple matter to show that 
$(uy) &(by) = @((aa + brr)llor y) ei<r(a*b)*~), (19) 
for ally E F, where ~(a, b) E E and depends on a and 6. Thus, since in the space E 
there is l-1 correspondence between K-regular prob measures and their ch 
functions [l, p. 421, it follows, from (18) and (19), that 
TOP * TOP = TOP * &ta.~ > 
where c = (a& + bar)rlol, a! E (0,2], and x(a, b) E E. Whence TV is stable. 
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Remark 1. As is noted in Section 1, both the proofs of the representations of 
ch functions obtained in [5, 71 depend on [5, Lemma 3.61. However, since, as 
was noted in [7], the proof of this lemma in [a has a gap and since, as is shown 
below, the alternative proof of the lemma in [7] is also inconculsive, the proofs of 
the representations mentioned above need further clarification. We will show, in 
the following, that the proof of the representation in [S] can be carried out using 
the methods of this note and without appealing to the lemma in question. This 
will also complete the proof of the representation theorem in [7], since the proof 
of the representation theorem in [7] uses the lemma in question only via the 
representation theorem in [5]. First we remark on the proof of the lemma in [7]. 
Let M denote the u-finite (infinite) measure satisfying [7, (3.2)]; and let 
M = CR M, with M,, finite for all n. Then, it does not follow (as is incorrectly 
assumed in the proof of the lemma in [7]) that all M,‘s also satisfy [7, (3.2)]. 
For if this were true, then, using the arguments similar to those used to show that 
A, = 0 in our proof of Lemma 2, it would follow that M, z 0, for all n. 
Consequently, M E 0; a contradiction. 
We now indicate briefly the way in which the methods of this note can be used 
to prove the representation theorem given in [5]. Using our Lemma 1, [5, 
Eq. (28)] and noting that log) (see [5, p. 691) is continuous on H’ (the dual of the 
given separable Hilbert space H) in a topology (also called S-topology) which is 
consistent with the natural duality between H and H’, one can show that the 
analog of (13) holds for log $. Using this and [5, (28) and (29)], one gets the analog 
of (17); namely, 
t2/=(Dh, h) = t(Dh, h) and T,,,M = tM, (20) 
for all h E H’, where t > 0, CL E (0, 21, D and M are as in [5, (28)] of and ( , ) 
denotes the natural duality between H and H’. Equation (20) now immediately 
yields the proof of the representation theorem in [5]. 
Note. At the time this paper was with the referee, a paper by E. Dettweiler. (1976). 
Math. 2. 146 149-166 has appeared, which has an overlap with the main result of the 
present paper. However, the points of view and the proofs in the two papers are different, 
and we feel that the technique used in our proof may be of interest. 
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